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ABSTRACT
Provided is a version protection method for a mobile terminal, which includes: monitoring a local event of the mobile terminal and judging whether the mobile phone enters a loss protection state or not; and after the mobile phone is determined to enter the loss protection state, recording a loss state event, switching a current working state to the loss protection state, and limiting a corresponding function. A version protection apparatus for a mobile terminal is also provided. Accordingly, a beneficial effect of performing specific version protection on the mobile terminal entering the protection state is achieved, reliability of the mobile terminal is improved, and a user experience is improved by monitoring the local event of the mobile terminal.
terminal, recording the loss state event after the mobile terminal is determined to enter the loss protection state, switching the current working state to the loss protection state and limiting the corresponding function.
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VERSION PROTECTION METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MOBILE TERMINAL

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates to the technical field of mobile terminals, and in particular to a version protection method and apparatus for a mobile terminal.

BACKGROUND

Functions of a mobile phone get increasingly powerful, a user also gets more and more dependent on a mobile phone. A lot of important information of a user is stored in a mobile phone, and for the user, once the mobile phone is lost, not only is pecuniary loss caused, but also lots of important personal information may be lost. On such a basis, a technology of protection is proposed for the situation when a mobile phone is lost, that is, after the mobile phone is lost, the mobile phone can be remotely or locally triggered to enter an after-loss protection state, and the protection state is mostly based on a limit to the authority over the use of a mobile phone version, and the probability that the mobile phone is used by others after being lost is reduced by limiting available functions or locking the mobile phone.

In an existing technology, the problem that it is difficult for an owner to take his/her mobile phone back after losing the mobile phone is solved by forced-push communication in a relocation manner, so that a person holding the mobile phone actively establishes a communication channel with the owner, and meanwhile, after a forced-push communication mode is triggered, the available functions of the mobile phone are limited to a certain extent.

However, the existing technology has great defects, which is caused by the fact that there is a widely existing problem that a protection function can be removed along with version updating because the mobile phone is protected by protecting a software version or application of the mobile phone in the existing technology, that is, for a mobile phone which has been lost and entered a protection state, the mobile phone cannot be protected once the person holding the mobile phone performs recovery, but can still be used as a mobile phone with normal functions after recovered; therefore, an existing terminal protection technology does not play any role in protecting a lost mobile phone subjected to software version updating.

SUMMARY

The embodiment of the present disclosure provides a version protection method and apparatus for a mobile terminal, so as to solve the problem that a loss protection function of a mobile phone can be bypassed by version updating.

An embodiment of the present disclosure provides a version protection method for a mobile terminal, which includes:

monitoring a local event of the mobile terminal, and judging whether the mobile phone enters a loss protection state or not; and
after the mobile phone is determined to enter the loss protection state, recording a loss state event, switching a current working state to the loss protection state, and limiting a corresponding function.

Preferably, after recording the loss state event, switching the current working state to the loss protection state and limiting the corresponding function, the method may further include:

- when a user performs software downloading or updating on the mobile terminal, verifying identity of the user; if the user passes verification, then allowing the software downloading or updating; if the user does not pass verification, then forbidding the software downloading or updating.

Preferably, before monitoring the local event of the mobile terminal and judging whether the mobile phone enters the loss protection state or not, the method may further include:

- enabling a loss protection function, and setting an identity verification key.

Preferably, the step of verifying the identity of the user may include:

- comparing identity verification information input by the user with the stored identity verification key;
- if the identity verification information input by the user is consistent with the stored identity verification key, then determining that the user passes the verification;
- if the identity verification information input by the user is inconsistent with the stored identity verification key, then determining that the user does not pass the verification.

Preferably, the step of monitoring the local event of the mobile terminal, and judging whether the mobile phone enters the loss protection state or not may include:

- when the local event of the mobile terminal is monitored, controlling the mobile phone to enter the loss protection state if there is triggering of the loss state event; if a remote control instruction is received, then performing identity authentication on the remote control instruction; if the remote control instruction passes the identity authentication, then controlling the mobile phone to enter the loss protection state; if the remote control instruction does not pass the identity authentication, then continuing monitoring the remote control instruction.

Preferably, after monitoring the local event of the mobile terminal and judging whether the mobile phone enters the loss protection state or not, the method may further include:

- after the mobile phone is determined not to enter the loss protection state, keeping the current working state, and when the user performs software downloading or updating on the mobile terminal, allowing the software downloading or updating.

Another embodiment of the present disclosure further provides a version protection apparatus for a mobile terminal, which includes:

- an event monitoring module, configured to monitor a local event of the mobile terminal, and judge whether the mobile phone enters a loss protection state or not; and
- a loss protection module, configured to, after the mobile phone is determined to enter the loss protection state, record a loss state event, switch a current working state to the loss protection state, and limit a corresponding function.

Preferably, the version protection apparatus for the mobile terminal may further include:

- a recovery protection module, configured to, when the mobile terminal enters the loss protection state and a user performs software downloading or updating on the mobile terminal, verify identity of the user, and then allow the software downloading or updating if the user passes verification, otherwise forbid the software downloading or updating if the user does not pass verification.

Preferably, the version protection apparatus for the mobile terminal may further include:

- a function setting module, configured to enable a loss protection function, and set an identity verification key.

Preferably, recovery protection module may be configured to:
compare identity verification information input by the user with the stored identity verification key, then determine that the user passes the verification if the identity verification information input by the user is consistent with the stored identity verification key, otherwise, determine that the user does not pass the verification if the identity verification information input by the user is inconsistent with the stored identity verification key.

Preferably, the event monitoring module may include:

a) an event triggering unit, configured to, when the local event of the mobile terminal is monitored, control the mobile phone to enter the loss protection state if there is triggering of the loss state event; and/or
b) an instruction control unit, configured to, when the local event of the mobile terminal is monitored, if a remote control instruction is received, then perform identity authentication on the remote control instruction, and control the mobile phone to enter the loss protection state if the remote control instruction passes the identity authentication, otherwise, continue monitoring the remote control instruction if the remote control instruction does not pass the identity authentication.

According to the embodiments of the present disclosure, the local event of the mobile terminal is monitored, the loss state event is recorded after the mobile terminal is determined to enter the loss protection state, the current working state is switched to the loss protection state and the corresponding function is limited, thereby obtaining a beneficial effect that specific version protection can be provided for the mobile terminal entering the protection state, improving reliability of the mobile terminal, and enhancing the user experience.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of an embodiment of a version protection method for a mobile terminal according to the present disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a flowchart of another embodiment of a version protection method for a mobile terminal according to the present disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a still another embodiment of a version protection method for a mobile terminal according to the present disclosure;

FIG. 4 is a structure diagram of an embodiment of a version protection apparatus for a mobile terminal according to the present disclosure;

FIG. 5 is a structure diagram of an embodiment of an event monitoring module in a version protection apparatus for a mobile terminal according to the present disclosure;

FIG. 6 is a structure diagram of another embodiment of a version protection apparatus for a mobile terminal according to the present disclosure; and

FIG. 7 is a structure diagram of a still another embodiment of a version protection apparatus for a mobile terminal according to the present disclosure.

The implementation of the purpose, function characteristics and advantages of the embodiments of the present disclosure are further described with reference to the embodiments and the drawings.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The technical solutions of the present disclosure are further described below with reference to the drawings and specific embodiments. It should be understood that the specific embodiments described here are only adopted to explain the present disclosure but not intended to limit the present disclosure.

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of an embodiment of a version protection method for a mobile terminal according to the present disclosure; and as shown in FIG. 1, the version protection method for the mobile terminal according to the embodiment of the present disclosure includes the following steps S01-S03.

Step S01 includes that a local event of the mobile terminal is monitored, and whether the mobile phone enters a loss protection state or not is judged; Step S02 is executed if the mobile phone enters a loss protection state, otherwise Step S03 is executed.

Here, a corresponding module in the mobile terminal monitors the local event of the mobile terminal, and judges whether the mobile terminal needs to enter the loss protection state or not according to a specific monitoring condition.

In a preferred embodiment, judgment criteria for judging whether the mobile terminal needs to enter the loss protection state or not mainly include two conditions: one is that a state of the mobile terminal is monitored according to a specific loss rule, and the mobile terminal is determined to enter the loss protection state after the mobile terminal satisfies a defined locking rule or a loss triggering condition, for example, a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card is replaced unlawfully; the other is that a remote control instruction is monitored, the remote control instruction is subjected to identity authentication after the remote control instruction is received, and whether the mobile terminal needs to enter the loss protection state or not is judged according to an identity authentication result, specifically, the mobile terminal is determined to enter the loss protection state if the remote control instruction passes the identity authentication, otherwise the monitoring of the remote control instruction is continued if the remote control instruction does not pass the identity authentication.

Step S02: a loss state event is recorded, a current working state is switched to the loss protection state, and a corresponding function is limited.

Here, when the mobile terminal is determined to enter the loss protection state in Step S01, the mobile terminal records and stores the loss state event which triggers the mobile terminal itself to enter the loss protection state; and meanwhile, the current working state is switched to the loss protection state, a system is forced to be restarted; and in a forced restarting process of the system, some functions and available resources of the mobile terminal are limited according to certain protection rules.

Step S03: the current working state is maintained, and when a user performs software downloading or updating on the mobile terminal, the downloading or updating is allowed.

Here, when the mobile terminal is determined not to enter the loss protection state in Step S01, and the mobile terminal is still in a normal working state, the mobile terminal is maintained in the current normal working state, and all legal operation of the user is allowed, for example, the user is allowed to download software or update programs.

The embodiment obtains a beneficial effect that a specific version protection can be provided for the mobile terminal which has entered the protection state, improves the reliability of the mobile terminal, and enhances the user experience by monitoring the local event of the mobile terminal, recording the loss state event after the mobile terminal is
determined to enter the loss protection state, switching the current working state to the loss protection state and limiting the corresponding function.

As shown in FIG. 2, FIG. 2 is a flowchart of another embodiment of a version protection method for a mobile terminal according to the present disclosure. Compared with the embodiment shown in FIG. 1, the embodiment in FIG. 2 further includes Step S04. The embodiment here only specifically describes Step S04. After Step S02 of recording the loss state event, switching the current working state to the loss protection state, and limiting the corresponding function, the version protection method for the mobile terminal according to the embodiment of the present disclosure further includes the following step:

Step S04: when the user performs software downloading or updating on the mobile terminal, identity of the user is verified; if the user passes the verification, then the downloading or updating is allowed; if the user does not pass the verification, then the downloading or updating is forbidden.

When the user performs software downloading or updating on the mobile terminal, and a current state of the mobile terminal is read to be the loss protection state, the user needs to input identity verification information into a version downloading tool so as to verify the identity of the user; if the user passes the verification, then the downloading or updating is allowed; if the user does not pass the verification, then the downloading or updating is forbidden.

In a preferred embodiment, after the user inputs the identity verification information, the mobile terminal reads a pre-stored loss protection identity verification key, i.e., an identity verification key, and compares the identity verification information input by the user with the stored identity verification key, and if the identity verification information is consistent with the stored identity verification key, then it is considered that the user passes the verification, and downloading, updating, and other legal operations are allowed; if the identity verification information is inconsistent with the stored identity verification key, then the user cannot pass the verification, and any downloading or updating operation is forbidden.

If the user performs software downloading or updating on the mobile terminal and the current state of the mobile terminal is read to be the normal working state, then the user is allowed to perform downloading, updating and any other legal operation.

The embodiment obtains a beneficial effect that a person holding the mobile terminal can be prevented from illegally recovering the mobile terminal entering the protection state, further enhancing the protection function of the mobile terminal, and greatly improving the reliability of the mobile terminal and the security of personal information stored in the mobile terminal by the user, by verifying the identity of the user when the user performs software downloading or updating on the mobile terminal, allowing downloading or updating when the user passes verification, otherwise forbidding downloading or updating when the user does not pass verification.

As shown in FIG. 3, FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a still another embodiment of a version protection method for a mobile terminal according to the present disclosure; compared with the embodiment shown in FIG. 2, the embodiment further includes Step S00; the embodiment here only specifically describes Step S00, and the other steps involved in the version protection method for the mobile terminal according to the embodiment of the present disclosure may refer to specific descriptions in the related embodiments, and will not be repeated here.

As shown in FIG. 3, before Step S01 of monitoring the local event of the mobile terminal, and judging whether the mobile terminal enters the loss protection state or not, the version protection method for the mobile terminal according to the embodiment of the present disclosure may further include the following step:

Step S00: a loss protection function is enabled, and an identity verification key is set.

In order to avoid the mobile terminal from being illegally used by other users except an owner due to the loss of the mobile terminal or other reasons, the owner needs to enable the loss protection function of the mobile terminal through a loss protection function setting entry, and perform related configuration; and the mobile terminal enables own loss protection function according to the selection and configuration of the owner, and sets a user identity verification key.

The mobile terminal enables the loss protection function and sets the identity verification key, thereby avoiding important resources from being stolen, the mobile terminal from being illegally operated and the like after the mobile terminal is acquired by other users except the owner due to the loss or stealing of the mobile terminal or other reasons, and also preventing the person holding the mobile terminal from bypassing the loss protection function of the mobile terminal through corresponding operations (for example, recovery, software uninstalling or other operations performed to the mobile terminal), ensuring the reliability of the loss protection function of the lost mobile terminal, and providing complete protection for the lost mobile terminal.

FIG. 4 is a structure diagram of an embodiment of a version protection apparatus for a mobile terminal according to the present disclosure; and as shown in FIG. 4, the version protection apparatus for the mobile terminal according to the embodiment of the present disclosure includes an event monitoring module 01 and a loss protection module 02.

The event monitoring module 01 is configured to monitor a local event of the mobile terminal, and judge whether the mobile phone enters a loss protection state or not.

The event monitoring module 01 in the mobile terminal monitors the local event of the mobile terminal, and judges whether the mobile terminal needs to enter the loss protection state or not according to a specific monitoring condition.

FIG. 5 is a structure diagram of an embodiment of an event monitoring module in a version protection apparatus for a mobile terminal according to the present disclosure; and as shown in FIG. 5, in the version protection apparatus for the mobile terminal according to the embodiment of the present disclosure, the event monitoring module 01 includes an event triggering unit 011 and an instruction control unit 012, wherein the event triggering unit 011 is configured to, when the local event of the mobile terminal is monitored, control the mobile phone to enter the loss protection state under the triggering of the loss state event; and

the instruction control unit 012 is configured to, when the local event of the mobile terminal is monitored, if a remote control instruction is received, then perform identity authentication on the remote control instruction, and then control the mobile phone to enter the loss protection state if the remote control instruction passes the identity authentication, otherwise, continue monitoring the remote control instruction if the remote control instruction does not pass the identity authentication.

In a preferred embodiment, judgment criteria for the event monitoring module 01 to judge whether the mobile terminal enters the loss protection state or not mainly include two conditions: one is that the event triggering unit 011 monitors a state of the mobile terminal according to a
specific loss rule, and the event triggering unit 011 determines that the mobile terminal enters the loss protection state after the mobile terminal satisfies a defined locking rule or a loss triggering condition, for example, a SIM card is replaced unlawfully; the other is that the instruction control unit 012 monitors a remote control instruction, the instruction control unit 012 performs identity authentication on the remote control instruction after the remote control instruction is received, and whether the mobile terminal needs to enter the loss protection state or not is judged according to an identity authentication result, specifically, the instruction control unit 012 determines that the mobile terminal enters the loss protection state if the remote control instruction passes the identity authentication, otherwise the instruction control unit 012 continues monitoring the remote control instruction if the remote control instruction does not pass the identity authentication.

The loss protection module 02 is configured to, after the mobile phone is determined to enter the loss protection state, record a loss state event, switch a current working state to the loss protection state, and limit a corresponding function;
when the event monitoring module 01 determines that the mobile terminal enters the loss protection state, the loss protection module 02 records and stores the loss state event which triggers the mobile terminal to enter the loss protection state; and meanwhile, the loss protection module 02 switches the current working state to the loss protection state, forces a system to be restarted, and limits some functions and available resources of the mobile terminal according to certain protection rules in a forced restarting process of the system;

when the event monitoring module 01 determines that the mobile terminal does not enter the loss protection state and the mobile terminal is still in a normal working state, the mobile terminal is maintained in the current normal working state, and the user is allowed to perform all legal operations, for example, software downloading or program updating is allowed.

The embodiment obtains a beneficial effect that specific version protection can be provided for the mobile terminal entering the protection state, improves the reliability of the mobile terminal, and enhances the user experience, by monitoring the local event of the mobile terminal, recording the loss state event after the mobile terminal is determined to enter the loss protection state, switching the current working state to the loss protection state and limiting the corresponding function.

As shown in FIG. 6, FIG. 6 is a structure diagram of another embodiment of a version protection apparatus for a mobile terminal according to the present disclosure; compared with the embodiment shown in FIG. 4, the embodiment further includes a recovery protection module 03. The embodiment here only specifically describes the function of the recovery protection module 03, and functions of other modules involved in the version protection apparatus for the mobile terminal according to the embodiment of the present disclosure may refer to specific descriptions in the related embodiments, and will not be repeated here.

As shown in FIG. 6, the version protection apparatus for the mobile terminal according to the embodiment of the present disclosure further includes the recovery protection module 03 configured to, when the mobile terminal enters the loss protection state and a user performs software downloading or updating on the mobile terminal, verify identity of the user, allow downloading or updating if the user passes the verification, otherwise forbid the software downloading or updating if the user does not pass the verification.

When the user performs software downloading or updating on the mobile terminal, and the event monitoring module 01 reads that a current state of the mobile terminal is the loss protection state, the recovery protection module 03 requires the user to input identity verification information into a version downloading tool so as to verify the identity of the user; if the user passes the verification, the recovery protection module 03 allows the downloading or updating; otherwise if the user does not pass the verification, the recovery protection module 03 forbids the downloading or updating.

In a preferred embodiment, after the user inputs the identity verification information, the recovery protection module 03 reads a pre-stored loss protection identity verification key, i.e. an identity verification key, and compares the identity verification information input by the user with the stored identity verification key, and if the identity verification information is consistent with the stored identity verification key, then it is considered that the user passes the verification, and the recovery protection module 03 allows legal operation such as downloading, updating and the like; if the identity verification information is inconsistent with the stored identity verification key, then the user cannot pass the verification, and the recovery protection module 03 forbids any downloading or updating operation.

The embodiment obtains a beneficial effect that a person holding the mobile terminal can be prevented from illegally recovering the mobile terminal entering the protection state, further enhancing the protection function of the mobile terminal, and greatly improving the reliability of the mobile terminal and the security of personal information stored by the user in the mobile terminal by means of verifying the identity of the user when the user performs software downloading or updating on the mobile terminal, allowing downloading or updating when the user passes verification, and forbidding downloading or updating when the user does not pass verification.

As shown in FIG. 7, FIG. 7 is a structure diagram of a still another embodiment of a version protection apparatus for the mobile terminal according to the present disclosure; compared with the embodiment shown in FIG. 6, the embodiment further includes a function setting module 04; the embodiment only specifically describes the function of the function setting module 04, and functions of other modules involved in the version protection apparatus for the mobile terminal according to the embodiment of the present disclosure may refer to specific descriptions in the above-mentioned embodiments, and will not be repeated here.

As shown in FIG. 7, the version protection apparatus for the mobile terminal according to the embodiment of the present disclosure may further include the function setting module 04 configured to enable a loss protection function and set an identity verification key.

In order to avoid the mobile terminal from being illegally used by other users except an owner due to the loss of the mobile terminal or other reasons, the owner needs to enable the loss protection function of the mobile terminal through a loss protection function setting entry, and perform related configuration; the function setting module 04 enables the loss protection function of the mobile terminal according to the selection and configuration of the owner, and sets a corresponding user identity verification key.

The mobile terminal enables the loss protection function and sets the identity verification key, so that the problem that an important resource is stolen, the mobile terminal is
illegally operated and the like after the mobile terminal is acquired by the other users except the owner due to the loss and stealing of the mobile terminal or the other reasons is solved, and the problem that the person holding the mobile terminal bypasses the loss protection function of the mobile terminal by corresponding operation (for example, recovery, software uninstalling and other operations performed to the mobile terminal) is also solved, the reliability of the loss protection function of the lost mobile terminal is ensured, and the lost mobile terminal can be completely protected.

The above are only the preferred embodiments of the present disclosure but not thus intended to limit the scope of the present disclosure. The direct or indirect application of equivalent structure or equivalent flow transformations made by virtue of contents of the Specification and the drawings of the present disclosure to other related technical fields shall be similarly included in the scope of protection of the present disclosure.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for protecting a version of a software in a mobile terminal, the version of the software having a loss protection function, the method comprising:
   monitoring a local event of the mobile terminal, and
   judging whether the mobile terminal enters a loss protection state or not;
   after the mobile terminal is determined to enter the loss protection state, recording a loss state event, switching a current working state to the loss protection state, and limiting a corresponding function; and
   when a user performs software updating on the mobile terminal and thereby change the version of the software and removes the loss protection function from the mobile terminal, verifying identity of the user; if the user passes verifications, then allowing the software updating, the changing of the version of the software and the removing of the loss protection function; if the user does not pass verification, forbidding the software updating, the changing of the version of the software and the removing of the loss protection function,
   wherein the step of monitoring the local event of the mobile terminal, and judging whether the mobile terminal enters the loss protection state or not comprises:
   when the local event of the mobile terminal is monitored, controlling the mobile terminal to enter the loss protection state if there is triggering of the loss state event; if a remote control instruction is received, then performing identity authentication on the remote control instruction; if the remote control instruction passes the identity authentication, then controlling the mobile terminal to enter the loss protection state; if the remote control instruction does not pass the identity authentication, then continuing monitoring the remote control instruction.

2. The method according to claim 1, before monitoring the local event of the mobile terminal, and judging whether the mobile terminal enters the loss protection state or not, the method further comprising:
   enabling a loss protection function, and setting an identity verification key.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the step of verifying the identity of the user comprises:
   comparing identity verification information input by the user with a stored identity verification key;
   if the identity verification information input by the user is consistent with the stored identity verification key, then determining that the user passes the verification;
   if the identity verification information input by the user is inconsistent with the stored identity verification key, then determining that the user does not pass the verification.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the step of verifying the identity of the user comprises:
   comparing identity verification information input by the user with a stored identity verification key;
   if the identity verification information input by the user is consistent with the stored identity verification key, then determining that the user passes the verification;
   if the identity verification information input by the user is inconsistent with the stored identity verification key, then determining that the user does not pass the verification.

5. An apparatus for protecting a version of a software in a mobile terminal, the version of the software having a loss protection function, the apparatus comprising:
   a memory having stored therein executable instructions; and
   a processor configured to be capable of executing the stored executable instructions to perform steps of:
   monitoring a local event of the mobile terminal, and judging whether the mobile terminal enters a loss protection state or not;
   after the mobile terminal is determined to enter the loss protection state, recording a loss state event, switching a current working state to the loss protection state, and limiting a corresponding function; and
   when the mobile terminal enters the loss protection state and a user performs software updating on the mobile terminal and thereby change the version of the software and removes the loss protection function from the mobile terminal, verifying identity of the user; if the user passes verification, then allowing the software updating, the changing of the version of the software and the removing of the loss protection function if the user passes verification, otherwise forbidding the software updating, the changing of the version of the software and the removing of the loss protection function if the user does not pass verification,
   wherein the step of monitoring the local event of the mobile terminal, and judging whether the mobile terminal enters the loss protection state or not comprises at least one of:
   when the local event of the mobile terminal is monitored, controlling the mobile terminal to enter the loss protection state if there is triggering of the loss state event;
   when the local event of the mobile terminal is monitored, if a remote control instruction is received, then performing identity authentication on the remote control instruction; if the remote control instruction passes the identity authentication, otherwise continuing monitoring the remote control instruction if the remote control instruction does not pass the identity authentication.

6. The apparatus according to claim 5, wherein the processor is further configured to be capable of executing the stored executable instructions to perform a step of:
   enabling a loss protection function, and setting an identity verification key.

7. The apparatus according to claim 6, wherein the step of verifying the identity of the user comprises:
   comparing identity verification information input by the user with a stored identity verification key, then deter-
11. The apparatus according to claim 5, wherein the step of verifying the identity of the user comprises:
comparing identity verification information input by the user with a stored identity verification key, then determining that the user passes the verification if the identity verification information input by the user is consistent with the stored identity verification key, otherwise, determining that the user does not pass the verification if the identity verification information input by the user is inconsistent with the stored identity verification key.